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Coast Capital Savings 
Helps Students Meet Tuition Costs 
SURREY Coast Capital Savings is 
helping students meet the cost of 
tuition by providing more than 
$130,000 in scholarships through 
its Education Awards program. 
We are delighted to be able to 
offer 66 Education Awards worth 
$2,000 each, said Lloyd Craig, 
President and Chief Executive 
Officer, Coast Capital Savings. 
We believe that by helping stu-
dents achieve their education 
goals, we can foster their growth 
as future leaders and in turn, 
strengthen our communities. 
The credit union has a long his-
tory of helping set students on the 
path to success and has awarded 
more than $500,000 in scholar-
ships since 2000. 
We want to award students who 
have taken a leadership role in our 
communities and have made 
notable contributions to improv-
ing the lives of others. This 
includes students who, due to spe-
cia! circumstances, may not nor-
mally be eligible for scholarships, 
said Craig. 
In order ·to be eligible for an 
Education Award, applicants 
must be registered in a post-sec-
ondary program or planning to 
register within the year. Selection 
is based on community service, 
school activities, leadership, and 
academic performance. 
The application deadline is April 
15, 2004. Education Awards 
applications are available at Coast 
Capital Savings branches or at 
<www.coastcapitalsavings.com>. 
Coast Capital Savings is 
Canada ™ second largest credit 
union with $6.4 billion in assets, 
300,000 members and 42 branch-
es across the Fraser Valley, Lower 
Mainland, and Vancouver Island. 
Coast Capital Savings re-qualified 
as one of Canada 50 Best 
Managed Companies for 2004. 
Olympic First aid 
Services 
• Emergency First Aid Course 
•Standard First Aid course 
• Residential Care 
•Automatic External Defibrillator Course 
•CPR Recertification's 
B11ilding a Com11J1111ity OJ 
Lift Savers. 
OLYMPIC 
First Aid Srzrv/ces 
www.o/ymplcllrstaldcom 
Olympic First Aid Services 
Office (604) 420- 1748 
www.olympicfirstaid.ca 
The Other Press is Douglas College's 
autonomous student newspaper. 
collected every semester at registration, and from 
local and national advertising revenue. The 
Other Press is a member of the Canadian 
University Press (CUP), a cooperative of student 
newspapers from across Canada. We adhere to 
CUP's Statement of Common Principles and 
Code of Ethics-except when it suits us not to. 
The Other Press reserves the right to choose 
what to publish, and will not publish material 
that is racist, sexist, or homophobic. Submissions 
may be edited for clarity and brevity if necessary. 
The Other Press is run as a collective and is 
published weekly during the fall and winter 
semesters, and monthly (as a magazine) during 
the summer. 
We receive our funding from a student levy 
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From The Editor 
This past weekend I was watching Sex and the 
City and at first I was sad because I was think-
ing about whether or not I have even just one 
friend that I am that dose too. The characters 
on the show share a closeness that seems 
unlikely to be matched. And I thought long 
and hard. At first I came up with no one. But 
then I forced myself to really analyze my 
friendships. 
Friendships are a tricky, funny thing. You 
share a little piece of you with different peo-
ple. But is there one person that knows 
you ... really knows you? The only way to 
know for sure is to know if you really know 
yourself. What you stand for, what is impor-
tant to you, who you are at the end of the day. 
Until you know that no one can really know 
y<;>u and until then you can never really have a 
meaningful relationship with anyone. 
I thought of someone but then I considered 
his feelings for me. Does the other person 
have to have the same investment that you do? 
Is your appreciation for someone merited on 
how it is reciprocated? And my answer is ... I 
hope not. 
I think I am the most dose to who I really 
am when I am with this person. I am never 
embarrassed or scared. Never hesitant to say 
what I think, to sing, to act foolish. This per-
son is never judging and always honest--even 
when it is obvious that what I want is maybe 
a little less honesty. 
He makes me feel courageous and impor-
tant. And the loveliness of it all is that he does-
n't even know the justice he is providing me 
with. The very best part is knowing that when 
I need to be me, I have a stage and venue with 
him. The worst part is that I don't know if our 
friendship will last a lifetime. I have no guar-
antees that I will always have my opportunity 
to play my part. 
I treasure the moments we spend together 
and I pray it won't ever end. But as life has 
taught me, all good things eventually do come 
to a dose. I just take grace in knowing that the 
lessons he has taught me are invaluable and 
never ending. That one day, if our friendship 
is no longer, I know at one time, if even for a 
short moment, I was me. 
Kerry Evans 
Managing Editor 
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BC-A Haven f.or Drunk Drivers 
Kelly Parry 
News Editor 
Are BC's hospitals a safe haven for drinking 
drivers? 
According ro the March 2004 issue of 
the Canadian journal of Medicine, less than 
11 percenr of inroxicared drivers, injured in 
moror vehicle accidenrs, are charged with 
impaired driving offences. 
The reporr, conducted by Roy A. 
Purssell , MD, Head, Deparrment of 
Emergency Medicine, Vancouver Hospital 
and published by Purssell er al, studied 
6,067 drivers hospitalized for the rrearmenr 
~f moror vehicle related injuries during the 
period of January 1, 1992 to March 31, 
2000. Our of this group, 1,697 parienrs 
had blood alcohol rests performed, and 
36.5 percenr were found ro be legally 
impaired. 
Purssell et al, reviewed patient data sub-
mitted by six participating hospitals to the 
BC Trauma Registry. The patienr's informa-
tion was then linked with the Insurance 
Corporation of British Columbia's (ICBC) 
contravenrions database and the ICBC 
Traffic Accidenr System collisions database. 
From this data, the report concluded that 
criminal code convictions occurred in only 
22 percenr of cases where alcohol was cited 
as a conrriburory facror. There were no 
non-alcohol related traffic convictions or 
legal consequences in 60.4 percenr of cases. 
Forty-one percenr were nor convicted of 
any offence at all. 
So why aren't more people charged? 
Police say that charging and convicting a 
person with impaired driving is such a 
complex and time-consuming procedure, 
that the police often issue roadside suspen-
sions instead of placing major charges. 
In the case of impaired injured drivers, 
medical care rakes precedence over police 
charges. It may be difficult for police ro 
determine if severely injured drivers are, in 
fact, inroxicared. Parienr's rights restrict 
police from obtaining blood alcohol sam-
ples and police must demonstrate they have 
reasonable grounds ro believe a person has 
commined an impaired driving offence. If 
they can convince hospital staff, they must 
transport a technician and breath-resting 
equipmenr ro the hospital. All of this must 
happen within three hours of the initial sus-
picion of impaired driving. After three 
hours, breathalyzer rests are not conclusive. 
The report concludes with a few cautious 
recommendations. It states that only by 
increasing the human resources of police 
departmenrs ro support the conviction 
process, changing legislation ro allow police 
quicker access ro impaired drivers, and sup-
porting legislation ro demand emergency 
room personnel run and report substance 
misuse can the situation improve. 
To view the full report go ro the 
Canadian Journal of Medicine website at 
<http:/ /www.caep.ca/004.cjem -jcmu/004-
00.cjem-jcmu.htm>. 
( 
Aboriginal Scholarship Program Kick Off 
Kelly Parry 
News Editor 
To celebrate their 1Oth year sup-
porting the education needs of 
First Nation students, Xerox 
Canada announced that it is 
expanding irs scholarship program 
to more students wishing ro pur-
sue an education in business or 
related studies. 
To · date, Xerox has awarded 
scholarships ro 68 Aboriginal stu-
denrs and Xerox commits up to 
$96,000 per year to fund this pro-
gram. In the past the scholarship 
program was only open to students 
majoring in technology but in an 
effort to help Aboriginal studenrs 
develop, the program has been 
expanded to include computer sci-
ence, math science, business 
administration, electronic com-
merce and engineering. 
Each scholarship recipient is 
awarded $3,000 every year and can 
re-apply for the scholarship for up 
to four years for university pro-
grams and three years for college 
programs. The scholarship pro-
gram recognizes eight outstanding 
Aboriginal students annually with 
$12,000 over four years. In rota!, 
Xerox Canada has committed 
more than $400,000 ro the pro-
gram over the past decade. 
"The Aboriginal Scholarship 
Program offers Canada's Abori-
ginal students an avenue for learn-
ing the business leadership skills 
essenrial ro economic success," said 
Tony Martino, vice president, 
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Human Resources, Xerox Canada. 
"Our decade-long support for the 
scholarship program reflects Xerox 
Canada's commirmenr ro helping 
Aboriginal youth achieve their 
goals and building the business 
leaders of tomorrow." 
Applications are being accepted 
immediately, and must be received 
by June 30. All applicants will be 
notified of the scholarship selec-
tion committee's decisions by 
September 2004. To be eligible 
applicant must meet the following 
requiremenrs: 
• Canadian citizen and resident 
• Treaty, Status or Non-Status 
Indian, Metis, or Inuit 
• Full-time srudenr at an approved 
Canadian post-secondary institu-
tion in a program with significant 
conrent in information technology 
In addition ro the scholarship 
program, Xerox Canada is a 
founding member of the Canadian 
Council for Aboriginal Business 
and is a sponsor of the Aboriginal 
Financial Officers Association. 
Xerox Canada also actively recruits 
from within the Aboriginal 
Community through membership 
m the Aboriginal Inclusion 
Network 
For information on the Xerox 
Aboriginal Program, contact Tom 
R. Maracle, Manager, Aboriginal 
Community Relations, Xerox 
Canada, 1.800.267.7604. To 
obtain an application package visit 
the Xerox website at 
<http: I /www.xerox. ca/ eng 
lish/4_0/4_6/absp.htmh. 
• http://www.otherpress.ca 
Get Organized: Eight Spring-Cleaning 
Tips for Small Business 
Is your office crowded with single-
function machines? 
Are your marketing materials 
black and white and ignored all 
over? 
Xerox Canada offers eight office 
management tips that add punch to 
your pitch, colour to your docu-
ments, and a buffer for your budget. 
1. Assess your storage space: 
Consider storing critical digital doc-
uments offsite so that employees can 
access them from anywhere. Make 
SUre your office equipment provider 
understands your security needs. 
2. Eliminate clutter: Consolidate 
assets and reduce energy costs: make 
sure you have the right product for 
the job. Use networked. printers for 
workgroups or replace. individual 
copiers, faxes and printers with digi-
tal multifunction systems. 
3. Digitize to organiz.e: Take rime 
to organize your world by scanning 
documents to digital format to 
reduce your office overload. 
4. You can't sweep photocopiers 
under the rug: When purchasing 
office products, focus on long-term 
performance and multi-tasking abil-
ities rather than shortsighted or 
cheap alternatives. In the end, you 
get what you pay for. 
5. Mab it personal: Personalize 
and customize marketing campaign 
documents such as mailers, flyers, 
brochures and announcements by 
adding images, graphics, and text 
specific to the recipient's interests 
and needs. 
6. Tackle hard to dean spaces: 
Re-think the way you work by elim-
inating productivity-sapping vol-
umes of documents in the office. 
7. Brighten up! In a survey of 
Canadian small busin~s man-
agers(*), 85 per cent of respondents 
confirmed that using colour in their 
documents gives them a competitive 
advantage. 
8. Stop procrastinating: Begin 
your spring-cleaning today and 
watch your office shape up in no 
time. 
On behalf of Xerox Canada, 
Environics Research Group con-
ducted 250 interviews between 
February 20 and 28, 2003 with 
Canadian small business owners or 
managers with fewer than 100 
employees. The survey has a margin 
of error of +1-6.2 percent. 
For .further information: 
Wende Knapp, Xerox Canada, 
416.733.6050, 
wende.knapp@xerox.com; 
Luber Keliar, Environics 
Communications for Xerox 
Canada, 416.969.2758, 
lkeliar@environicspr.com 
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Week 
of 
Solidarity 
Krista Zundel 
OP Contributor 
On March 21, 1960, a peaceful 
demonstration took place in 
Sharpeville, South Africa to protest 
the apartheid "pass laws. " The 
result? Police opened fire on the 
crowd, and 69 people were killed. 
Pass laws, which only ended in 
1991, required that all blacks over 
the age of 16 in South Africa had to 
carry a passbook at all times. 
Enclosed in this book were the hold-
er's photograph, fingerprints, per-
sonal details of employment, per-
mission to be in a particular parr of 
the country, qualification to work or 
seek work in the area, and employ-
er's reports on work performance 
and conduct. Being found without 
the passbook at any time could lead 
to arrest and imprisonment. Every 
year more than 250,000 black were 
arrested for technical offences under 
the pass laws. 
Apartheid laws not only divided 
South Africans into four categories: 
white, black, coloured (those of 
mixed descent), and Asian (which 
included Indians and Pakistanis), 
but also declared where members of 
each group could live, what jobs 
they could hold, and what type of 
education they could receive. These 
laws also prohibited most social con-
tact between races and denied any 
representation of non-whites in the 
national government. 
Thankfully, much more positive 
action resulted from that 1960 
demonstration. In 1966, the UN 
General Assembly proclaimed 
March 21 the "International Day 
for the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination" and called on the 
international community to step up 
its efforts in eliminating all forms of 
racial discrimination. In 1979, the 
UN proclaimed March 21-28 the 
"Week of Solidarity with the 
Peoples Struggling against Racism 
and Racial Discrimination." 
Additionally in 2002, the General 
Assembly named 2004 the 
"International Year to Commem-
orate the Struggle Against Slavery 
and Its Abolition." 
In light of the overlap of these 
three declarations, as students living 
in a widely diverse community and 
attending a culture-rich college, we 
should count ourselves lucky to have 
the freedoms we do. 
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Warning Signs of Heart Disease 
- -~ 
Lynn Paus 
OP Contributor 
British Columbians need to 
improve rheir ability to recognize 
the warning signs of a heart attack, 
according to the Heart and Stroke 
Foundation of BC and Yukon. 
Heart disease can do serious harm 
long before major symptoms appear 
and a recent survey showed that 
only 30 percent of the population 
can name two or more symptoms. 
This statistic has prompted the 
Foundation to launch a new 
public awareness campaign 
that will alert people to the 
dangers. 
The goal of the 
campaign, which 
runs from March 
15 to April1, is 
to raise public 
awareness of 
health and 
longevity 
based on 
people's 
knowl-
edge of 
heart 
NOTICE TO ALL STUDENTS 
REGARDING 
BY -ELECTION TO 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE BOARD 
disease warning signs and risk fac-
tors. The BC Ministry of Health 
Services endorses the campaign and 
Minister Colin Hansen says, "With 
40. percent of people developing 
heart disease in this province and 
the cost of treating heart disease 
skyrocketing to over $1 billion a 
year, this campaign is timely and 
critical." 
To focus on getting medical 
attention for what may seem to be 
minor symptoms, (but really aren't), 
the campaign for print, radio, tele-
vision, and the web will feature 
individuals who are alive today 
because they recognized and acted 
on the warning signs. 
With Hansen's endorsement and 
sponsorship funding provided by 
Aventis, this campaign by the Heart 
and Stroke Foundation of BC and 
Yukon hopes to ensure that British 
Columbians are provided with the 
tools to help them recognize the 
warning signs of a heart attack. 
Know the warning signs of heart 
attack and stroke, and know what 
to do if they appear. You could save 
your own life, or the life of a friend, 
or someone you love. 
Warning Signs - Call 911 or your 
medical emergency number 
immediately 
Heart Attack 
One or more of: 
• Chest pain or discomfort 
• Pain in arm, neck, jaw, or back 
• Swearing 
• Nausea 
• Difficulty breathing 
Stroke 
One or more of SUDDEN: 
• Weakness or numbness 
• Trouble speaking 
• Vision problems 
• Severe headache 
• Dizziness 
Risk Factors You Can't Control 
• Age 
• Gender 
• Family history 
• Race 
Risk Factors You Can Control 
• Smoking 
• Lack of exercise 
• High blood pressure 
• High blood cholesterol 
• Unhealthy weight 
• Diabetes 
• Stress 
THE e,-:HER 
RRESSIS 
NOW ~IRit\JG!!! 
A by-election to the Douglas College Board will be taking place 
April 8, 2004. This notice is to advise all students regarding the 
Nomination Process. There is 1 position for the Douglas College 
Board. The term of office is from April13, 2004 to August 31, 
2004. 
Do you have a nose for news? If 
so, the Other Press would love 
to hear from you. Five hours a 
week and all the fun you can 
handle. As of April we are in 
need of a News Editor. Apply 
now! 
Nominations must be RECEIVED by the Registrar· at the New 
Westminster campus no later than 4:00PM, March 31, 2004. 
Nomination forms are available at the Registrar=s Office and at the 
Student Union Office at both campuses. 
For more information please contact the Registrar, Trish Angus, at 
604-527-5358. 
The elections, if required, will be held on April 8, 2004. Polling 
stations will be available at both campuses. The polls will open at 
New Westminster and Coquiclam from 9:00 am to 4:30 pm. 
WHERE WILL STUDENTS VOTE? 
Students who are taking courses at more than one campus must 
vote at the campus where they are taking more than 50% of their 
courses. Students who are registered in courses evenly split between 
campuses will vote at the New Westminster campus. Student=s 
polling station is determined by the registration in courses as shown 
on the Douglas College Student Information System. 
Is the phrase "She shoots, she 
scores" always on the tip of your 
tongue but you never seem to 
have a real use for it? Well, be 
silenced no more. The Other 
Press is looking for a Sports 
Editor starting in April. Don't 
delay, send in your resume 
today! 
Send resume by fax: 
604.525.3505 
Give us a call: 604.525.3542 
Drop off in person: RM 1020 
new west campus 
Email to editor@otherpress.ca 
or 
the_editor57@ hotmail.com 
http://www.otherpress.ca 
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Weird 
Cheese 
Wendy Harris 
OP Contributor 
Getting tired of the same old boring 
taste of cow, goat, or sheep milk 
cheese? Looking for a new culinary 
adventure? With rhe exception of the 
pig, humans have tried their hand at 
milking every species of livestock 
that dangled a teat. This includes, 
but isn't limited to, horses, donkeys, 
camels, buffalos, reindeer, zebras, lla-
mas, and yaks. I've gathered together 
a few tidbits on some of these milk-
ing mammals. 
Mares and Asses 
Although it's unclear whether he 
ate any himself, Aristotle, 384-322 
BC, talked about cheese made from 
the milk of mares and asses. I've 
heard that Cariocavallo, Italian for 
cheese on horseback, used to be 
made from mare's milk, but today's 
cheese manufacturers are adamant 
this is no longer the case. 
However, if you wanted to try 
horse milk on the rocks, head 
to your nearest specialry liquor 
store. Russian 'koumiss' is a 
potent fermented drink made from 
mare's milk. 
Camel 
The only camel cheese factory in 
the world can be found in 
Mauritania, Northern Africa. While 
camel milk doesn't curdle naturally, 
and locals don't like the taste, camel 
cheese is being marketed as this 
desert nation's equivalent to a French 
Roquefort or an English Cheddar. I 
strongly advise against milking a 
camel yourself, leave it to one of the 
1,000 herdsmen. 
Water Buffalo 
Apparently, while cruising down 
the Nile, Anthony and Cleopatra 
caused quite a ruckus by feasting on 
water' buffalo cheese. Sex-starved 
Roman lookie-loo's thought this 
food had aphrodisiac properties, and 
the people's love affair with moz-
zarella began. Too bad it's made from 
passionless cow milk these days. 
Yak 
Tibetan yak milk is heated, cur-
dled, drained, and molded into 
10-12 lb. wheels of Rajya Metok, 
Flower ofRajya cheese. Dry-cured in 
Tears of Drolma, salt from an ocean 
that dried up 320 million years ago, 
the cheese is then carefully wrapped 
in ceremonial scarves, packed in 
bamboo baskets, and shipped to the 
low-lands. 
The flavour of this cheese has been 
described as "delicate, complex and 
slow on the palate." In other words, 
it starts off tasting like flowers, then 
turns into a funk you want to scrape 
off your tongue. What more could 
you expect from yak cured in 
prehistoric salt? 
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Saint Patrick agnostic Canadian is so interested in an Irish Christian holiday, and 
the answer is simple--! love any 
excuse to entertain and make merry, 
but I still crave a rational reason for 
my celebration. 
-A Man To Commemorate Or Condemn? 
Kali Thurber 
Opinions Editor 
The how and why of most holiday's 
origins never fail to intrigue me 
while simultaneously dashing all my 
hopes for the society I live in-and 
St. Patrick's Day is no exception. If 
anyone happened to read my article 
around Christmas time, you'll 
remember that I find most religious 
holidays to be celebrated by many 
nonreligious folk more out of habit 
than ceremony. For several centuries 
March 17 has been celebrated inter-
nationally by wearing green, sport-
ing the shamrock design, attending 
parades, drinking green beer, and 
generally supporting anything that 
represents Ireland. But I have to ask, 
who is this man that we idolize on 
this day, and is he worth the cele-
bration? 
I found that Saint Patrick is the 
early Reid 
OP Contributor 
Some things in life are so ridiculous 
they seem to belong in a Saturday 
Night Live skit rather than in reali-
ty-people suing restaurants for 
serving fatty foods, drunk parents 
asking young children to take over 
behind the wheel, and the latest-a 
new miracle drug that will help you 
lose weight and quit smoking 
simultaneously. 
The drug, reported on in an arti-
cle published by the vancouver Sun 
on March 10, is called Rimonabant, 
and it's about time someone came 
up with the idea. Let's face it, with 
the current hectic pace of daily life, 
we shouldn't be expected to put our 
energy into dealing with these 
health issues in ~ natural, compre-
hensive manner. That would take 
time, and we have school, jobs, fam-
ilies, and social lives. And we're 
expected to worry about our health, 
too? Shockingly, yes. In the past, we 
actually have had to take responsi-
bility for choices and actions that 
affect our health. Thank God those 
days are ending. 
Seriously, though, what is going 
on? Obviously, Rimon-abant is only 
one of many drugs out there to offer 
a quick fix for things like smoking 
and over-eating. The only difference 
is now these two benefits are rolled 
together in one sleek, handy, and 
portable package--the Pert Plus of 
addiction cures. This difference is 
significant, though. The fact that a 
demand for this two-in-one product 
exists suggests there are a lot of peo-
ple out there struggling with multi-
ple addictions. 
Yet, is an addiction something 
that a pill can cure? Drug compa-
nies seem to think so, or at least 
patron saint of Ireland, who is best 
known for bringing Christianity 
into the country. The manner in 
which he did this, and the symbol-
ism used to describe this in 
Christian writings is also worth not-
ing. It is written that Patrick gave a 
sermon on a hilltop that conse-
quently "drove the snakes out of 
Ireland." Since Ireland never had 
any snakes on its land this is 
thought to be a symbol for Patrick 
having either converted the pagans 
to Christianity or driven them out 
of Ireland altogether. Not being 
Christian myself, and being of the 
mindset that everyone should be 
able to believe in what they wish, 
the fact that Patrick forced an entire 
country into one religion gives me 
no reason to memorialize the man. 
However, I still feel the urge to 
trudge on and discover the key to 
this holiday. You may ask why an 
The many names of Saint Patrick 
are particularly engrossing when 
their definitions are considered. 
Patrick was actually born with the 
British name of Maewyn Succat, 
which means warlike. Maewyn was 
kidnapped at age 16 and sold into 
slavery, and it was in his solace as a 
slave that he found the Christian 
God-later receiving his baptismal 
name, Patrick, which means noble. 
This name-change is fairly ironic 
and I wonder if the 'Irish would 
have been so accepting of his 
Christian ways if he had kept his 
previous name, defined as warlike. 
But this is all hogwash when trying 
to find a reason to commend Saint 
Patrick, which, after some religious 
research, I'm reasonably certain is 
an impossible mission since the 
only aspect of his life that I consid-
er worthy of celebration is his death. 
A Meditation. 
On All This 
Medication 
they know that we, the consumers, 
hope so, and they tell us what we 
want to hear. Certainly, there is 
some biological component to 
addictions. Rimonabant claims to 
work by blocking the endocannabi-
noid system that regulates urges, 
including those to eat and smoke. 
Interestingly, overeating and smok-
ing overstimulate this system, caus-
ing us to eat and smoke even more. 
So really, our own behaviours are 
triggering a biological reaction that 
perpetuates the unhealthy cycle. 
These compulsive behaviours 
that accompany addiction originate 
somewhere much deeper than our 
physical body-therefore, a band-
aid solution is ultimately useless. 
Compulsive behaviour is emotional, 
and its source is often so buried or 
so far back in the past that it's nei-
ther immediately apparent nor 
immediately reparable. True free-
dom from addiction requires an 
understanding of why we act the 
way we do. This, in turn, requires 
self-awareness and a willingness to 
persevere and endure an often 
uncomfortable process. 
That sounds like work, though, 
and, unfortunately, we're lazy. We 
don't even want to get out of the car 
to order a double cheeseburger 
meal, or leave the house to rent a 
movie, let alone waste time on flaky 
self-analysis. The drive to multi-task 
has morphed into a movement to 
eliminate as many tasks as possible. 
We've come to expect immedi~te, 
problem-free solutions to all our 
consumer needs, and this expecta-
tion has extended into the area of 
personal health. This development 
is frightening-the more we look to 
wonder drugs to "cure" unhealthy 
behaviour patterns, the more we 
discount the very real connection 
between our minds and bodies. If 
the emotional system is ignored, the 
physical system will suffer, as well. 
We're already a society ridden with 
neuroses, and our pill-popping ways 
only perpetuate the epidemic. 
I don't want to minimize the 
experience of anyone struggling 
with addiction. Both the emotional 
and physical effects are very real. 
Furthermore, the journey to con-
quer addiction feels interminable 
and relentless, often leading to 
despair. Obviously, the possibility of 
ending this struggle by swallowing a 
pill is very appealing. In some situa-
tions, a pill may be very useful. It 
could give someone that initial push 
towards a healthier lifestyle. It could 
also save someone in serious condi-
tion who requires immediate med-
ical intervention. We need to keep 
these uses in mind, but simultane-
ously avoid attributing miraculous 
powers to the drug. We should also 
consider the possibility that we're 
merely trading one unhealthy 
dependency for another-the ciga-
rerce is a quick fix in that stressful 
moment, and the pill is a quick fix 
for the need to have the cigarette in 
that moment. 
Tellingly, one of the words doc-
tors used to describe Rimonabant is 
"provocative." I'm nor sure how 
comfortable I'd feel if my GP told 
me he wanted to . put me on a 
"provocative" new drug. Bur that's 
exactly what it is-the idea of 
killing two mammoths with one 
stone is always provocative. No 
pain, all gain, at least for the 
moment. 
I'm going to suggest an alternate 
P-word: Priorities. Sure, we're all 
short of time, and this necessitates 
that we figure our what's important 
enough to spend time on. Our 
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And his death, falling on March 17, 
AD 461 is what we celebrate after 
all. 
So on the day of Saint Patrick I 
woke up feeling that all holidays are 
futile and the only good that can 
come of them is the opportunity to 
carouse all night with a reasonable 
excuse the next day. But as I waited 
at the bus stop, wearing my obliga-
tory green sweater, a young girl with 
her father approached me. The girl 
handed me her bus ticket and 
refused the twoonie that I offered 
her, saying, "Happy St. Patrick's 
Day." And then it all came to me-
the real reason for religious holidays 
is for little moments like that. 
Perhaps what one can learn from 
Saint Patrick is that (sadly) you 
must forget about the origins of 
holidays in order to enjoy them. So 
on Saint Patrick's Day I drank a 
green beer for the frivolous oppor-
tunity to celebrate, another for the 
joyous attitude that comes with hol-
idays and one more because I like 
the colour green-but not one was 
for Saint Patrick. 
health-physical, emotional, and 
spiritual-should be right at the 
top. We benefit ourselves, · others, 
and the world at large most when 
we are well in these areas, and we 
can't achieve this through any so-
called "miracle" solution. Wellness 
is a condition char requires effort. 
You say you don't have enough time 
to worry about health? Well, make 
rime. 
Make rime to listen to your body 
and your emotions. What triggers 
certain behaviours for you? Why 
does it trigger them? Looking at 
yourself so closely can be discon-
certing, but those places of discom-
fort are where real change happens. 
Just don't automatically reach for 
the little childproof borde on the 
counter before exploring other pos-
sibilities. 
We need to snap our of our lazy stu-
por, suspend our need for immedi-
ate gratification and resolution, and 
start doing the grunt work. 
Otherwise, what's next? Come ro 
think of it, I haven't had much time 
to shower lately, with school assign-
ments and all. There really should 
be a pill that takes the grease our of 
my hair, because even with that 
shampoo-and-conditioner-in-one, I 
still have to get wet and then dry 
off. And if it could take the fuzz off 
my teeth at the same rime, that 
would be great, because I haven't 
made it to the store to buy a new 
toothbrush this week-too many 
other things going on. If I wait a 
year or so, I'm sure some company 
will develop this personal hygiene 
miracle drug. I just wish they'd 
hurry up because I really don't have 
time for this, and I need to smell 
good right now. 
march 24, 2004 
Third 
Degree 
Angela Blattmann 
OP Photographer 
Name: Kathleen 
Wheres the beeft 
It's in my pants. 
Name: Dale 
How many people can fit 
into a Nissan XTerra? 
Do they have to remain 
whole? (Counts to himself) 
17, max! 
Name: The Doctor 
Doctor, if you were in a restau-
rant and had to perform an 
emergency operation, which 
would it be? Whats your 
f avourite? 
Do I look like God? 
No. Okay, work with me here ... 
Ok, I'd amputate a pinkie. 
Who needs it, anyway? 
Thats disgusting. What kind of 
doctor are you?! 
march 24,2004 
~~Science 
~~Matters 
A Budget We Can Live With 
David Suzuki 
David Suzuki Foundation 
It's funny. Exactly a year ago 
at this time I wrote about 
how Canada had changed. 
We had just adopted Kyoto, and the fed-
eral government was about to release its 
first budget since that historic step. Many 
people, including me, expected to see 
some concrete action ·in the budget as to 
how Canada would become a more effi-
cient nation and start reducing climate 
change. 
What we got was a budget line item: 
Money for Kyoto--$2 billion-which is 
still largely unallocated. In other words, 
we have money, but no plan on what to 
do with it, or more importantly, how to 
achieve our goals so we don't look like 
welchers on the world stage. We've made 
a promise and we have just eight years to 
show substantial progress, otherwise we 
could permanently lose the lustre off our 
green image. 
Let's face it-Canada is rapidly falling 
behind other parts of the world in terms 
of becoming more efficient, more com-
petitive and less polluting. We rank near 
the bottom of developed countries in 
terms of environmental performance and 
the gap is widening. While places like 
Denmark, Sweden, and even California 
are setting ambitious clean air and clean 
energy targets, Canada seems stuck in first 
gear, blowing blue smoke. 
Before the last budget, I pointed out 
that if we put off dealing with global 
warming for another year, we would miss 
an incredible opportunity; and we have. 
Every day that we continue to heavily 
subsidize the coal, oil and natural gas 
industries, we get further from our goals 
and mired deeper in a polluting, 20th-
century economy that is dragging us 
down. 
So what is the federal government 
doing? Well, it will soon release its "one 
tonne challenge"-a communications ini-
tiative to encourage Canadians to reduce 
their greenhouse gas emissions that cause 
climate change. It's a good program. A 
consumer component to reducing pollu-
tion certainly makes sense, as we can all 
help reduce emissions and there are many 
no or low-cost ways for consumers to do 
that and save money too. 
But for the federal government's chal-
lenge to be remotely credible, it must 
coincide with strong policy changes that 
encourage clean industries and discourage 
dirty ones. The fact is that 60 percent of 
Canada's heat-trapping emissions come 
from industry. Canadians should be out-
raged if the federal government tries to 
fob the onus of reducing emissions onto 
the public rather than going after big pol-
luters-especially since our taxes already 
subsidize these same polluting industries! 
It's time to change. What we need to see 
in the budget is some sign of Canada 
moving into the 21st-century. Right now, 
every Canadian subsidizes the fossil fuel 
industry, the most polluting industry in 
the country, which delivers relatively few 
jobs per dollar invested. Planned massive 
expansions in this industry will further 
chain us to pollution and prevent us from 
reaching our Kyoto goals. We need to 
immediately shift incentives from this 
industry to clean energy .sources, like 
wind and solar power, as other countries 
are already doing. . 
And that's just a start. Federal gas taxes, 
currently going into general revenue, 
should be allocated to funding public 
transit projects. Canada is the only G8 
country that does not have a national pro-
gram to finance public transit. That is 
simply embarrassing. The federal govern-
ment cannot in good conscience tell 
Canadians to start taking already-overbur-
dened public transit systems without pro-
viding substantial funding to improve 
them. To further encourage Canadians to 
use transit, employer-provided transit 
passes should be considered non-taxable 
benefits. 
There are all sorts of ways to make 
Canada's budget smarter, cleaner and 
more in line with the rest of the worl~ of 
the 21st-century. We've had a year with 
no plan, but the coming budget is a 
chance to change that. I certainly hope 
Canadians will not be disappointed yet 
again. 
Take the Nature Challenge and learn 
more at 
<www.davidsuzuki.org>. 
Paparazzi 
Angela Blattmann 
OP Photographer 
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Questions by Trevor Hargreaves 
Name: The Darkness (AKA Duran 
Duran) 
Age: 25 
Program at Douglas College: 
Candlestick making. Edible sex candle-
sticks that smell like looove. 
If you were given $1500.00, could you 
eat 50 eggs? 
No, I'd need to be paid more. 
Ok, how much then? 
Uh, $2000.00. 
What form of dancing are you most 
skilled at? 
Breakdancing, I used to be able to 
Windmill .. . 
What is your special skill in life? 
I haven't figured it out yet; I'll have to 
get back to you on that one I think. 
Well do you have anything that's just a 
little special? 
Crochet and Macrame. There, you beat 
it out of me. 
If you were to take a job at the circus, 
what would you be? 
- A lion tamer! 
Name: Tria 
Age: 18 
Program at Douglas College? 
Arts - Poli Sci/English/Journalism 
What movie would you most like to 
watch in 3D? 
Star Trek: First Contact 
Drink of choice? 
Usually vodka Malibu! 
If you were politically exiled from 
Canada, which country would you seek 
asylum in? 
New Zealand 
Would you rather be well dressed and 
poverty stricken, or an independently 
wealthy nudist? 
Hey, forget clothes, I'll take the money! 
Wait, do I live in a place that's warm all 
year? Or somewhere like Kamloops ... 
If you were to peiform a death-defying 
act, what would it be? 
I would sky dive into a pit of fire. 
Er, and how would you defy death? 
Oh, there's a little lake in the middle. 
Who would you most like to spank? 
Your momma! 
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Victory At Simon· 
Fraser University 
Macdonald Stainsby 
OP Contributor 
On March 15, 2004 Vancouver dealt a minor 
but important blow against racism and colo-
nialism on the Simon Fraser University cam-
pus. Mr. Ya' acov Brosh, an Israeli Consul 
General, was slated to give a speech to a small 
group of Zionists and supporters at an event 
held by student groups Hillel and the Israel 
Advocacy Committee beginning at 1:30pm. 
For those of us· in the audience who had 
.-'fiever been through the daily humiliation that 
people in Palestine endure, we were treated to 
a checkpoint at the entrance door, having to 
open up our coats, where each person had 
their bags checked through by police who 
were there to protect the diplomat of the 
Settler Colony. Once inside, the final check-
point was where the front row was reserved, to 
quote, "for Jews [read: Zionists] only." 
At the outset of the event the audience was 
greeted with the usual fare: "Welcome .. .Israel 
is the only democracy ... more scientists and 
museums than any other country ... " After this 
introduction, we were treated ro a list of rules 
of conduct. Among those "rules" was that the 
moderator was going to disrupt any speaker 
saying anything that was deemed offensive. 
The moderator was asked if that would 
include racism in the Consul's talk. He 
laughed. And so the tone was set. 
Zionists were badly outnumbered, as they 
provoked the Muslim Student Association by 
holding their inflammatory talk in the room 
adjoining where the MSA was to hold their 
annual elections, which were cancelled for all 
MSA students to then attend the room next 
door in a show of solidarity and ro oppose 
racism being given a forum on campus. Many 
of the things spoken were of the most ridicu-
lous variety. A comment to begin the talk 
included, "Israel is the only nation in the 
world today that has its very existence threat-
ened," where chants of country after country 
(Iraq? Palestine? Cuba? Venezuela? Every First 
Nation here? And so it goes ... ) were the indig-
nant replies of the n.one-roo-arnused members 
of the audience. Some people were asked to 
leave, to surrender the territory of the student 
population of Simon Fraser ro this form of 
modern colonialism. "No," carne the answer. 
"You get out. Get our of Palestine, get out of 
the West Bank, get our of Gaza, get out of the 
Golan Heights, and most importantly, get out 
of our school." This school has an explicitly 
ami-racist policy that people have been 
unwilling to enfor.ce .equally. Thus, we are 
forced to enforce it ourselves. 
At one point early on, when a proud 
Palestihian refused to be silenced by Zionist 
lies, the Consul General spoke to him direct-
ly. 
"I find you amusing. If someone wants to 
play the clown, I like it when they play the 
clown. I simply find it amusing," he said. Bur 
that's .not the worst of it. I can't explain to you 
the look he had on his face. But if you'd ever 
experienced such a glare, you'd understand it. 
The look was the smug grin of power in the 
face of the powerless. It was the same kind of 
grin that was on the face of the white soldiers 
in apartheid South Mrica as they harassed 
black children who were waiting for a bus. It 
was the same smirk that every rapist has as he 
• flees his victim. It was the same contemptuous 
hare-filled arrogance that the Vancouver 
police wore as they beat women leaving the 
Waldorf Hotel last week. It is the same sickly 
grin that George W Bush, Ariel Sharon, 
Benjamin Netanyahu, Donald Rumsfeld and 
Paul Martin wear when confronted with 
opposition to colonialism in Palestine, Iraq, 
Haiti and so many other beleaguered people. 
It makes the powerless undersr~d what they 
are struggling against. It really was the "And . 
what are you gonna do about it?" look. Well, 
the answer (to start) is to wipe the grin off 
their faces. Brosh, after trying valiantly to 
spew his racist lies, was finally forced to leave. 
One must remember he is a diplomat. 
Diplomats are not supposed to lose their cool. 
Yet, in response to yet another of many point-
ed comments directly from the mouth of a 
Palestinian who refused to be silenced, he had, 
what Alcoholics Anonymous would call a 
"slip." His real attitude carne out. 
"You people are never going to win, do you 
understand? Never! It's people like you who 
make it so that you will always lose!" 
After this enlightening piece of informa-
tion, mostly drowned our by one man yelling 
at us all "Palestinians use suicide bombers!" so 
many times in succession I was convinced he 
needed to reset his record needle, the Consul 
General grabbed his briefcase and left the 
room. At this point, the look on his face was 
of sheer anger, disbelie( and the shock of 
power seeing defiance. The look on his face 
also reminded me of another face. The 
angered look of war criminal, Benjamin 
Neranyahu, former Israeli PM, when he was 
chased off of the campuses of Montreal. 
I guess you could say that they found out 
that the people who were born in Palestine 
will not have their old die and their young for-
get. It would be quire instructive ro note that 
the Consul General was completely unwilling 
to make any comment on what he thought of 
the rights of First Nations and indigenous sov-
ereignty. Yet Moshe Dayan, former Is~aeli mil-
itary leader once spoke of indigenous issues 
(in 1956), as a man from the MSA read aloud 
this quote: 
"Let us not today fling accusation at the mur-
derers. What cause have we to complain about 
their fierce hatred to us?' For eight years now, 
they sit in their refugee camps in Gaza, and 
_-before their eyes we turn into our homestead 
the land and villages in which they and their 
forefathers have lived. [ ... ]We are a generation 
of settlers, and without the steel helmet and 
gun barrel, we shall not be able to plant a tree 
or build a house ... Let us not be.afraid ro see 
the hatred that accompanies and consumes 
the lives of hundreds of thousands of Arabs 
who sit all around us [ .. .]" 
But the problem with this quote is that the 
hatred is directed at what is being done to 
Palestine, not Jews or even Israelis per se. It is 
in the injustice oflosing the right to go home 
to where you were born, and not live in a tent 
forever. It is hatred for the stealing of nearly all 
the water from what little is left of Palestine. 
I was summarily satisfied about one thing. 
This man thought he had the right to speak 
with impunity. He left angered and having 
suffered a defeat. Bur human rights and digni-
ty rook a great stride forward. We drew a line. 
No racism on our campuses, and Zionism will 
be no exception to this rule. 
In a fir of anger, one of the Zionists yelled 
at one of the Palestinians. He yelled, "Go back 
to Palestine!" However, if this were possible, 
all of this ami-racist work would not be nec-
essary. Bur I am sure I know the thinking of 
my Palestinian brothers and sisters when they 
hear that. "Go back? Oh, don't worry, we will. 
You just watch." 
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Do Extrc;t Paperwork for an 
Extraordinary Person! 
Janice Penner 
March 31 is the deadline for the 
Excellence Awards. When you've 
seen those green/black posters 
around campus; I'm sure you've· 
thought of at least one person 
who has contributed significant-
ly to your learning experience 
here at Douglas College. Why 
not invest some time and get two 
more nominators to submit a 
nomination package? 
The nominees-can be students, 
staff, faculty, or administrators. 
The forms in the library, depart-
ment offices and on the 
Douglas website outline the cri-
teria to address in your letters of 
nomination. You can get as 
many people as you can to sub-
mit other documents to supp.ort 
your nomination. 
The Excellence Committee 
(which consists of faculty, staff, 
administrators, and students) 
reviews each nomination pack-
age carefully. Sometimes it is too 
difficult to choose one for the 
category, so two have been cho-
sen. It's not really a contest-but 
more so it's a focus on celebrat-
ing the exceptional people in our 
community. 
Take some time to reflect on 
who has made a difference for 
you. Don't delay! The 
Committee hopes to be 
SWAMPED with submissions. 
Fran Johnson, from General 
Nursing, is also able to answer 
. any logistical questions you may 
have. She can be reached at 
johnsonf@douglas.bc.ca or 
by phone at 604.527.5062. 
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PMH Accounting Services 
1 0 Successful years in business 
IT'S TAX SEASON! 
- Personal Tax returns - Competitive rates 
- Small business returns - 1 0°/o off for students 
Contact: Alyona 
Douglas College, New Westminster Campus 
Other Press Office, Room 1020 - Man, Tue, Thr 10:00 - 4:30 
pmhtaxes@ shaw.ca 
Tel: 604-522-2152 
Fax: 604-522-7891 
7335 Edmonds St., Burnaby 
V3N 1A7 
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Miss. Fullah Shyt 
OP Contributor 
Do you ever wonder what the hit song would 
be if your life was a soundtrack? Sure you do, 
and I am here to let you in on it. Sing your 
~ts out and dance like no one is watching, 
but for this week only, please let's be realistic 
here. 
Aquarius 
January 20-February 18 
Oh, it's going to be a long, long week 
for you. Play Sad Songs by Elton John real loud 
at home, in the car, and even at work if you 
must. In fact take the week off work and just 
hit repeat. 
Pisces 
February 19-March 20 
Your song is Unwell by Matchbox 20. 
Don't believe what they are saying about you. 
Just keep telling yourself "it takes alllcinds" 
because honestly, it really does. We need you to 
make the rest of us look sane. 
Aries 
March 21-April19 
Though it feels like you have just 
been going through the motions and no one is 
paying attention, someone is. Please play trib-
ute to You Are Not Alone by Michael Jackson 
this week. Have a little pity parry and then 
remember that someone is thin Icing of you. 
Taurus 
April 20-May 20 
Every one is reading your messages 
loud and clear this week. Try toning it down 
and relaxing a bit. Listen to a little Don't Speak 
by No Doubt and that should clear out your 
system just fine. 
Gemini 
May 21-June 21 
People will be judging you this week. 
Stand up for yourself. Let them know that not 
only is it your way or the highway, but also 
that your favourite song is Lift Is A Highway by 
Tom Cochrane. 
Cancer 
June 22-July 22 
Things are going fantastic for you. 
Good on ya! Well it is certainly important that 
you strap on your walkman and play Shiny, 
Happy People by REM. Spread your joy and 
keep that fantastic smile on your face. 
Leo 
July 23-August 22 
The relationships you have been tend-
ing to are beginning to grow and flourish. Give 
yourself a pat on the back and sit down to din-
ner while listening to I Believe In a Thing 
Called Love by the Darkness 
Vrrgo 
August 23-September 22 
So we meet again. When I saw you last 
you were bopping to Tiffany and now you 
have moved on to Bette Midler. I see not much 
has changed. You should mix things up and 
buy the new Norah Jones cd. Listen to all the 
songs. 
Libra 
September 23-0ctober 22 
You need a vacation. Unfortunately 
there are things that you must do and bills to 
pay. I strongly suggest that you buy some 
tequila and a pack of winston's and listen to 
some Bally Sagoo. It doesn't make a lot of 
sense but it sure has got me through some 
rough spots. 
Scorpio 
October 23-November 21 
Your song this week and is At Last by 
Etta James. You are the karaoke queen. Sing it 
and make us believe! Your optimism is conta-
gious. You truly are a star. 
Sagittarius 
-.-_.- November 22 
-December 21 
Your song is so obvious I shouldn't even bother 
telling it because you'd have to turn it down 
just to hear me. Anyhow, Bad Timing by Blue 
Rodeo. Don't take the excuse that they didn't 
have your number with them. Don't cry .. . sing 
it with dignity. 
Capricorn 
December 22-January 19 
Don't believe what they are saying 
about you, I think you are the tops. Put on your 
dancing shoes, call up some friends, and request 
P.LM.P. by 50 Cent. Because let's face it, you got 
it going on! 
Illustrations by J.J. McCullough 
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Poem 
apples 
hot 
last day of summer 
paint 
toenails red 
walk 
barefoot 
down the hill 
grass still green 
damp 
from the night 
cool 
grass 
cuddling lazy 
fat apples 
pick them 
peel them 
round and round 
unwrap 
white flesh 
release 
thin red snakes 
clinging to 
sweet sweet 
summer 
Patricia Tate 
march 24, 2004 
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Douglas College Events 
Student Showcase Recital 
- Presented by Noon at New West 
March 25, 12:30pm, Performing 
Arts Theatre 
Annual Scholarship Benefit 
Concert 
Douglas College Chorus and 
Chorale; Eric Hannan, director; 
Douglas College Concert Band; 
Robin Shier, director 
March 26, 8pm, Performing Arts 
Theatre 
Free for Douglas College students 
An Evening of Jazz 
Douglas College Jazz bands; Robert 
Caldwell and Robin Shier, directors 
March 29, 8pm, Performing Arts 
Theatre 
Free for Douglas College students 
Co-op Housing-Shining Example 
of Participation or Hell Run by a 
Committee? 
Join Jennifer Kirkey for an inform-
ative session on co-op housing. 
Discussion will include the advan-
tages and challenges of co-op hous-
ing, how co-op housing is man-
aged, and information on how to 
become part of a housing co-op 
March 30, 12-1pm, Room 1806 
New West Campus 
Illumination 
The Amelia Douglas Gallery pres-
ents works by Sibeal Foyle 
ToApril2, 
For more information call 
604.527.5495 
Theatre 
Rehearsal For Murder 
Vagabond Players presents a mys-
tery by D.O. Brooke, directed by 
George Kopf 
To March 27, Wed-Sat, 8pm, 
Bernie Legge Theatre 
For rickets and information call 
604.521.0412 
Savage in Limbo 
Tragicomedy by John Patrick 
Shanley about five 32-year-olds 
who gather in a Bronx bar to con-
template the meaning of life 
To April 3, Thurs and Fri at 7pm, 
Heights Performance Centre 
Tickets $10, for information call 
604.294.4166 
Private Lives 
The Arts Club Theatre Company 
presents Noel Coward's comedy 
about a former husband and wife 
who find themselves in adjoining 
rooms at a seaside hotel -in 
Normandy, with their respective 
new spouses in tow 
To April 11, Stanley Theatre 
Tickets at Ticketmaster, 
604.280.4444 
Pal Joey 
Studio 58 presents Rodgers and 
Hart's musical about a womanizing 
young nightclub singer who ditches 
his innocent girlfriend for a wealthy 
social ire 
March 18-April 11, 
Studio 58, UBC 
Tickets $9-16 at Festival Box 
Office, 604.257.0366 
Galleries 
Views From the Moon 
Paintings by Patricia Larsen and 
ceramic art by Janaki Larsen 
To March 27, Sugar and Sugar 
For more information call 
604.609.9939 
Fresh Meat 
Group exhibition 
To April 1, Butchershop Floor 
For more information call 
604.876.9408 or visit <www.the-
butchershopgallery.com> 
On the Road 
Multimedia collection of works 
curated by the Stockholm-based 
collective United Net-Works 
To April 10, Access Artist Run 
Centre 
For more information call 
This Week In History ... 
Amanda Aikman 
Culture Editor 
March 27, 1991: March 28, 1995: 
604.689.2907 
No Fixed Address 
Site-specific installation by Rita 
McBride 
To April 17, Arts peak 
For more information call 
604.688.0051 
21 Sleeps and no Tomorrow 
Interdisciplinary works by Kim 
Dawn 
To April 17, Helen Pin Gallery 
For more information call 
604.681.67 40 
Supernatural 
Works by Neil Campbell and Beau 
Dick 
To April 25, Contemporar¥ Art 
Gallery 
For more information call 
604.681.2700 
Concerts 
Metallica 
Heavy-metal legends from 
California ("Enter Sandman") play 
March 30. 1978: 
tunes from latest CD, St. Anger, 
with guests Godsmack 
March 26, GM Place 
Tickets at Ticketmaster, 604.280-" 
4444 
Blonde Redhead 
Alternative jazz-rockers from the 
States, with guests the Secret 
Machines 
March 26, Commodore Ballroom 
Tickers at Tickermaster, 
604.280.4444, and Zulu and 
Scratch Records 
The Cooper Temple Clause 
Alternative hard-rockers from the 
UK play tunes from latest CD, 
Kick Up the Fire, and Let the Flames 
Break Loose, with guest Calla 
March 27, Richard's on Richards 
Tickers at Tickermasrer, 
604.280.4444, and at Scratch and 
Zulu Records 
Starlight Mints 
Pop quintet performs tunes from 
latest CD, Built on Squares, with 
guests Dressy Bessy, Architecture in 
Helsinki, and Deathl1l,Y Davies 
New Kid on the Block singer Donnie 
Wahlberg is arrested in Louisville, 
Kentucky for allegedly pouring vodka on 
a hotel carpet and setting it on fire. 
What's wrong with these young rock 
stars? Wasting good vodka like char--dis-
graceful. 
Singer Lyle Loven and actress Julia 
Roberts announced they were separating 
after 21 months of marriage. Turns out 
Loven was tired of being a trophy hus-
band for the talented performer. 
Members of the Clash were arrested m 
London for shooting pigeons. What's 
with those Brits and their restrictive 
pigeon-shooting laws? It makes me proud 
to live in a country where I can pick off 
small birds and mammals with impunity. 
What's that? Aha, I see ... excuse me, I have 
some evidence to dispose o£ 
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March 29, Richard's on Richards 
Tickets at Tickermasrer, 
604.280.4444 
Tom Jones 
Legendary Welsh pop vocalist {"'t's 
Not Unusual") shakes it up for 
Vancouver 
March 30, Orpheum Theatre 
Tickets at Tickermasrer, 
~04.280.4444 
Damien Rice 
Irish singer-songwriter performs 
songs from debut CD, 0 , with 
guests the Frames 
March 30, Commodore Ballroom 
Tickers at Tickermasrer, 
604.280.4444 
Buck 65 
Hip-hop artist from Nova Scoria, 
aka Rich Terfry, with guests 
Matthew Barber and Man Mays & 
El Torpedo 
March 31, Commodore Ballroom 
Tickers at Tickermasrer, 
604.280.4444 and at Zulu and 
Scratch Records 
The Clash 
march 24, 2004 
Amanda Aikman 
Culture Editor 
Cobain interview conveniently 
resurfaces. 
Ten years after his suicide, 
Britain's Uncut magazine has print-
ed a previously unpublished inter-
view with the reluctant guru of 
grunge,'Kurt Cobain. The interview, 
which was originally intended 
for French television, reportedly 
quotes Cobain saying he wanted to 
quit, Nirvana to play in his wife's 
band Hole. 
According to the article, Cobain 
was planning on ditching more rh!ln 
just his band. No, don't get excited, 
I'm not talking about Courtney. 
Allegedly, Cobain was planning on 
tossing out the "grunge" scene alto-
gerher and changing musical direc-
tions. 
"It might be nice to start playing 
acoustic guitar and be thought of as 
a singer and a songwriter, rarher 
than a grunge rocker," he said. "I 
could sit down on a chair and play 
acoustic guitar like Johnny Cash 
or somerhing, and it won't be a 
big joke." 
Avril Lavigne vs. Hilary Duff-
popstar cat:fight. 
Why'd Hilary have to go and 
make Avril's life so complicated? 
Apparently Duff has been like all, 
"Avril's mean to her fans, and she 
make's fun of them and stuff." And 
Lavigne's like all, "Hilary's such a 
goody-goody she should rotally 
mind her own business." 
I can't wait to see this feud 
resolved; I so hate to see teen idols 
not getting along. Perhaps, drawing 
on rheir collective wisdom and expe-
rience, Brirney, Jessica, Christina, 
and Mandy cou1d organize some 
sort of inrervenrion that would 
help the barding babes come to 
a ceasefire. 
Appetite for litigation. 
A US federal judge has rhrown 
our a lawsuit ftled by Axl Rose. Rose 
was seeking to prevent Geffen 
Records from releasing a Guns 
N' Roses greatest-hits album on 
March 23. 
According to Rose, rhe label's con-
tract wirh the band bars them from 
altering any master recordings with-
our the band's permission. The 
suit accuses Geffen of both trade-
mark infringement and breach 
of conrracr. 
Apparently the G N ' R frontman 
is worried that the "best of" release 
will hurt sales of the band's upcom-
ing album Chinese Democracy. Sure 
Axl, rhat's why your new record is 
&oing to flop. Not because it sucks 
and nobody has any interest in you 
or your band anymore, but because 
of the competition with the greatest-
hits album. Riiiight. 
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Fanboy's Corner 
Nick Hogg 
OP Game Guy V2.0 
S-Cry-ed Volume 2: 
The Alter Hunt 
Sure it's only been a couple of 
weeks since I last reviewed 5-cry-ed, 
but rhis series has certainly made 
quite :in impression on me. The 
amount of deprh in rhis series is 
staggering, but rhere was almost no 
hype or any advertisements when it 
came out last summer. So far, all I 
know is I've got to see more of this 
series, and my waller is rarher dis-
pleased wirh me. 
The animation transfer to DVD 
was superb, just like the last vol-
ume. The English audio was pre-
sented in 5.1-channel sound while 
rhe Japanese audio tracks remained 
in the standard 2.0-channel stereo 
tracks. 
As for rhe extras, rhey kind of 
went all out, putting in a lot of new 
and differenr rhings. It was inter-
esting for once, to actually be 
enrertained by the DVD extras. 
First off, we have two Japanese pro-
mos for 5-Cry-ed, borh of which 
are fairly long and do a decenr job 
of setting up the series. They're 
inreresting to watch, bur not really 
needed on rhe second DVD. 
Also included are rhese character 
music videos, which are just a 
bunch of scenes hashed together 
while the opening music plays. 
They also had this thing called a 
sound comic, where rhey took a 
chapter form rhe manga and the 
voice actors read out rhe parts. But 
it's only in Japanese so rhere are 
now English subtitles, and it's kind 
of redundant in English since 
you're reading the subtitles for 
someone reading a comic m 
Anime Laser 
Here's rhe weekly focused look into 
what's going on in the anime 
world. 
What's Hot Right Now: 
Tenchi Muyo GXP is popular and 
will . have a large base of fans to 
accept it, but it's a good example of 
running a series into rhe ground. It 
makes me ill just to think of rhe 
Japanese. It's a comic again essen-
tially, since you've still got to read 
it. 
I was also impressed wirh the 
design gallery rhat gave character 
sketches and profiles; it was a slight 
cut above what you normally get in 
rhat departmenr. 
And finally, since S-Cry-ed 
changes the opening for each 
episode, instead of one clean open 
we get five. I can't commenr on the 
opening-and-dosing animations 
anymore since rhey are standard 
fare, alrhough perhaps one day I'll 
find something rhat doesn't include 
them. 
At the beginning of rhis volume 
Holy begins its Alter hunr and pre-
pares to clear rhe land of rhe lost 
ground for rhe cities expansion. All 
of the inners, or people who are not 
citizens of rhe city, out in the lost 
grounds, are being herded up, 
forced our of rheir homes like cat-
tle and used as slave labour. 
The story tends to· take a good 
hard look at what people will do to 
justifY their actions if they believe 
it's for the greater good. We return 
to Ryuho of Holy who obediently 
follows their orders and believes 
rhat for alters to live with regular 
humans they must serve under 
them and not draw attenrion to 
themselves. While on the orher 
hand we have Kazama, who is 
fighting to protect his home and 
rhe people around him from rhe 
expansion of rhe city. As the strug-
gle between Ryuho and Kazama 
still continues, we see more of rhe 
true face in Holy with its witch-
hum menrality in finding alters. 
These people aren't necessarily 
lawless savages like they are 
described, bur much like any form 
fact that they'll be running rhe 
same jokes into rhe ground rhat got 
old after ten minutes during rhe 
first series. 
What's Going To Be Hot: 
.hack//Legend of the Twilight is 
upon us. You've got to love Bandai's 
decision to fill the sequel to one of 
rhe most thought-provoking series 
about human life and rhe Internet 
wirh overly cute characters. Sure 
of persecution, it works on the 
masses· because people always fear 
what they don't understand. But, in 
rhe end, you have a group of peo-
ple invading someone else's home-
land, classifYing them as sub-
humans, and doing as they please 
with the populous. It seems this 
rheme is destined to repeat itself in 
many forms. 
It's taken an interesting turn, 
and I'm looking forward to seeing 
how Holy's demoralize-and-con-
everyone is extremely cute, and rhe 
twilight bracelets look like a gold 
hex nut, but hey, it's the story that 
counts. Too bad it made me so vio-
lently ill when I tired to watch it 
that I couldn't get past the first 15. 
minutes. 
We also have R. O.D. the 71!, 
well it's really not a television, but 
that's what rhey called it, . so it 
wouldn't be confused with the 
movie. Seeing as how it has barely 
anything to do wirh 
the movie-since 
no characters from 
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quer strategy will play out in com-
parison to past real historical situa-
tions that mirror rhis. 
I can say one thing, rhis is prob-
ably the shortest amounr of time 
between finishing one volume of 
anime, to running out and buying 
the next volume. I'm fairly certain 
rhat speaks for itself But if the 
story keeps up wirh· this amounr of 
depth, my wallet is going to be in a 
lot of pain. 
the movie actually appear in rhe 
TV series-! guess this would be a 
bad example of trying to tash in on 
a franchise's .previous success. 
What's Hot in Japan Now: 
Everyone likes ninjas right? What if 
I told you Naruto had a whole 
town full of ninjas? Yeah, now we're 
talking. And with an expected 
episode run rhat will make Prince of 
Tennis look like a quick watch, 
Naruto is going to be around for a 
while. 
Naruto 
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Which Variation is Which? 
Theatre 
The Crucible 
Variations 
Directed by Conrad 
Alexandrowicz. 
Produced by The 
Departments of 
Theatre and 
Stagecraft. 
Brett Lemay 
OP Contributor 
"SNORE!" Is what I heard coming 
out of the main stage theatre on 
Tuesday evening when I attended 
rhe Theatre and Stagecraft 
Department's performance of The 
Crucible Variations, directed by 
Conrad Alexandrowicz. 
The Crucible Variations is a com-
bination of many small scenes based 
around the same theme-almost 
like a collective. The production 
used a cast of 14 to play different 
parts, many of which switch-off. 
The majority of the subject matter 
came from Arthur Millar's famous 
play The Crucible, about the Salem 
witch trials of 1692-a witch-hunt 
that resulted in 19 people being 
h~ged as witches. This witch-hunt 
all started with the "bizarre" behav-
iour of two young girls: rhe daugh-
ter, Berry, and the niece, Abigail 
Williams, of the Salem Village min-
ister, Reverend Samus:l Parris. The 
girls were accused of being in associ-
arion with the devil and, in defence, 
rhe girls then starred to accuse other 
people of being witches. This turned 
into a big hysterical event, which led 
to the hanging of those 19 individu-
als. 
Not only was this subject a con-
troversy in itself, but Miller had big-
ger intentions that were woven into 
the script-The Crucible is really 
about the hunt for the "witches" 
known as communists in the US in 
the late 50s and 60s, and was pur-
posely staged at the height of the 
anti-communist hysteria. This was 
controversial, and Miller's work was 
brought by the Congress to the 
House On-American Activities 
Committee for review. Many other 
well-known individuals in the enter-
tainment business testified in rhe 
committee hearings, and this result-
ed in many destroyed careers. 
Highlights of these hearings were 
included in The Crucible Variations. 
The material was written by the stu-
dents themselves, and edited by 
Alexandrowicz. Basically, they took 
parts of Miller's play and wove them 
together with original text, political 
information on Miller and the com-
mittee, and also excerpts from Eric 
Bentley's play Are You Now or Have 
You Ever Been. They even had skits 
where they portrayed Arthur Miller 
himself being interviewed on a ralk 
show. Alexandrowicz says that The 
Cn~cible Variations is about "suspi-
cion, jealousy, accusation, the con-
formity to social rule and the rebel-
lion against it." This is a lot to com-
ment on. It was roo much. 
Was the play really that bad? No. 
Was it spectacular? No. Was it inter-
esting, but slightly under polished, 
too long, and ·on a historical and 
political subject that many are unfa-
miliar with? Yes, and this was exact-
ly what I expected, but I was hoping 
that they would surprise me. 
However, the nature of the piece is 
something different than that of tra-
ditional theatre, and we need to con-
sider irs intent: but even when I did 
such, I still was bored half the rime. 
There were moments I loved; but 
then moments I hated. Basically, 
this play left me with mixed feelings. 
I came to the conclusion that 
what I liked was the interesting sub-
ject matter that left me thinking. 
However, most of my interest came 
with the further readings I did afrer 
I saw the play. The problem is that 
there are just some things that don't 
come across exciting on stage, and 
rhis play was definitely no Zastrozzi 
(though it's not really fair to com-
pare these two because they are so 
different). I absolutely disliked the 
majority of the On-American 
Activities Committee scenes-
whether or not it was original mate-
rial or Bentley's, I don't care. It was 
boring. Also, The modern day 
scenes that made use of dialogue 
from The Crucible didn't always 
seem to work-when people from 
the year 2004 suddenly start speak-
ing in language straight out of 1692, 
and then stop to swear at their 'sig-
nificant othd with the "F" word 
repeatedly, it seems strange. That 
would be like Hamlet saying "To be, 
or not to fucking be!" It doesn't 
work. In fact, the amount of curse 
words in this show was unnecessary. 
The other problem is that not many 
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people are familiar with the Salem 
witch~hunt or the activities of the 
USA in the 50s or 60s. Nor do they 
know, or care, what the House On-
American Activities Committee is. 
You shouldn't have to do hours of 
research to understand a play, and 
this is not something that the aver-
age college student is interested in. I 
also overheard many audience mem-
bers confused about the switching of 
cast members to play different parts, 
which was the most minor key to 
receiving this piece. I, being some-
one fairly familiar with The Crucible, 
and being one who understood 
clearly the idea rhar the cast was 
playing multiple roles, still wasn't 
overly satisfied. I knew what it was 
about and rhe idea of it struck inter-
est, but it wasn't always theatrically 
the stylized, slow-motion "stoning" 
of John Proctor was visually stimu-
lating, the court scene that was 
almost completely taken right from 
The Crucible was well done and cap-
tivating, and the "log scene" 
("Which Witch is Which?") where 
three people accused each other of 
being witches afrer strapping on 
paper "witch-noses" to each other's 
faces, was very funny and satirical. 
Also, the production had a lot of 
substance, and there;. were many 
strong images such as the mosaics 
they set up with people in the back-
ground, and the effects of rhe 
smoke. I really liked .the use of the 
choral-style speech, which was fun. 
Then there was the ending, where 
each actor said his or her real name. 
This was powerful-the idea of 
There are many different 
types of theatre, and this was 
indeed a unique one that 
gave the actors a wonderful 
learning opportunity 
pleasing like a good story would be. 
Basically, it's an interesting idea nor 
presented as well as it could be. I 
wanted them to stop and just start 
playing The Crucible, and forger the 
variations! 
The amount of work that goes 
into this type of show is enormous, 
and I appreciate it, but due to the 
extra time it takes to pull it off, you 
lose quality to originality. The actors 
themselves told me that they didn't 
have time to fully develop charac-
ters, got their scripts really late in the 
game, and were still learning about 
their roles as they went along with 
the production. You need really 
strong actors to pull this off. 
However, I must say that there 
were many positive aspects of this 
presentation. First, there were some 
scenes that were very entertaining: 
"take my soul, but leave me my 
name" as I overheard one audi~nce 
member say, was presented with 
this. So there was definitely some-
thing there, it just wasn't presented 
in a way that held my attention the 
whole time. I found it interesting 
that part of the dialogue in this play 
mentions that The Crucible has a 
clear beginning, middle and end, 
and yet The Crucible Variations does 
not. This is why The Crucible has 
been a popular piece of work for 
quite some time, and Alexandrowicz 
was inspired by it in the first place. 
Maybe he should take notes. 
Again, I enjoyed the technical 
aspects of the show. The lighting 
and music added a lot to the piece 
and was stimulating to the senses. As 
simple as it was, the gobo used to 
produce bars of light on the stage 
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floor were really visually pleasing. 
There were also huge beams sus-
pended from the ceiling that moved 
up and down and side ro 
side,between scenes. Some crew 
members said that they used these 
beams to define rhe space of the bare 
stage in a neutral way. The "bare" 
stage was on purpose, as 
Alexandrowicz was going for a sim-
plistic, architectural "Shaker" style. 
The staging and technical direction 
was also good, as rhey utilized the 
s rage ':Yell. 
The acting in general was okay, 
and some performances I found to 
be quite good. One individual that 
stood our to me was newcomer 
Jes~ica Willan who portrayed a wide 
. range of characters and seemed to 
nail her scenes. I also enjoyed Matt 
Zustovic, the fan of chocolate-milk 
and drag. However, what should be 
given the most attention is the out-
standing ensemble work that this 
group of actors accomplished. 
Everyone worked together, played 
off of each other, and Alexandrowicz 
used all the actors" in a variety of 
ways. This was great. I can tell that 
everybody put in a lot of effort for 
this production. During the talk-
back, the actors were very knowl-
edgeable about the work, and very 
passionate when speaking about it. 
This is what lacked from the 
Zastrozzi group, which may be con-
sidered more of a 'well-directed 
group of puppets', whose technical 
acting skills and ability to take direc-
tion resulted in a spectacular show. 
The Crucible Variations ensemble 
was given more freedom to explore, 
and definitely put their hearts and 
souls into their work. There are 
many different types of theatre, and 
this was indeed a unique one that 
· gave the actors a wonderful learning 
opportunity. 
This production had good the-
atrical devices, images and ideas, but 
just tried to accomplish too much at 
once. However, I commend every-
body for being brave, pushing their 
limits, and attempting something 
different and unique. 
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Practicing Democracy 
Creating dialogue ana law 
Carla Elm Clement 
OP Contributor 
"Come back home with me," Angel 
says to Karla as they huddle togeth-
er in the cold and rain. "I'll take care 
of you, girl." Words of comfort, 
except that for Angel 'home' is a 
dumpster she shares with her com-
panion, Trade. Watching an early 
scene from Practicing Democracy, I 
better realized the hardships and 
daily concerns of those directly 
affected by- province-wide welfare 
cuts: a dumpster isn't just a source of 
discarded pop cans, clothing and 
food, for many it's the only shelter 
available--it's a place called home. 
Headlines Theatre's Practicing 
Democracy is stark, enlightening and 
ultimately empowering, for actors 
and audience alike. As Headlines' 
Artistic Director, David Diamond, 
explains at the start of the play, the 
audience is about to experience a 
unique kind of theatre-theatre 
that breaks down distinctions of 
actor and audience, stage and seats, 
voice and silence. This is participa-
tory theatre along the lines of 
renowned Brazilian director 
Augusto Boal . The 'spectator' 
becomes the 'speer-actor.' At the end 
of , the brief 25-minute play, 
Diamond returns to the stage. 
"Now we're going to present it 
again," he says.with a smile, his eyes 
grandmother, Nan, to take her in. 
As I play out the role of Elaine, and 
Nan refuses to help, I argue that I 
could organize her medication and 
provide safety-that we could help 
each other. Nan isn't convinced. She 
asks how I'll be able to afford rent 
and refuses to raise a newborn. I end 
up frustrated, but this is part of the 
exercise. Diamond facilitates the 
ensuing discussion. "We have expec-
tations about family, don't we," he 
asks the audience. "That they'll 
come together and help each other." 
But this doesn't always happen. 
Emily Maine, who plays Elaine, is 
a single mom with first-hand 
knowledge of low-income survival. 
And her situation is compelling: she 
used to be a welfare worker until 
welfare cuts ended her job and she 
ended up on welfare herself. 
Distinctions of oppressor and 
oppressed begin to fade. As we sit 
on the back steps of the theatre after 
the play, Maine describes her frus-
trations in front-line welfare work: 
"I felt like my hands were always 
tied," she says passionately. She 
takes a drag on her cigarette. Maine 
is keen to raise awareness of her per-
spective and the perspective of oth-
ers affected by welfare cuts. I ask 
what practicing democracy means 
to her. "It means giving everybody a 
way to plug in-to connect-and 
to have their voice heard." Her only 
food line-up violence is a fearful 
reality that many in the audience 
aren 't aware of 
intense. This time, he invites any-
one in the audience to stop the play 
and come forward if they have an 
idea how to change a character's 
actions-if these new actions will 
help to 'create safety' in the charac-
ter's life. A ripple of unease passes 
through the audience. No one seems 
prepared to pass through the barrier 
from spectator to participant. But, 
as the play resumes, many do come 
forward. Each shares an idea for 
change--some na1ve, some brilliant. 
Each audience intervention raises 
questions of practicality. Most sug-
gestions present new, unforeseen 
barriers to safety. Standing in a food 
line rather than swiping produce 
from a grocer is shot down: food 
line-up violence is a fearful reality 
that many in the audience aren't 
aware of. 
After each intervention, 
Diamond calls upon the audience to 
voice suggestions-specific ideas for 
policy change--that will be sent to 
Vancouver City Hall. He points out 
a woman with a laptop at the back 
of the theatre. She's a lawyer hired to 
record and compile all suggestions. 
And City Hall has agreed to honour 
the resulting document. Not only is 
Practicing Democracy participatory 
theatre, it's a true attempt at legisla-
tive theatre. 
I decide to participate in a scene 
with Elaine, a jobless pregnant 
woman who asks her low-income 
concern is that the play ends up 
preaching to the converted. 
"Who are the converted?" 
Diamond asks when I mention 
Maine's concern. "I don't think the 
converted exist," he says emphati-
cally. He stresses that everyone takes 
away something new from each per-
formance, whether they're content, 
living a life of oppression or know of 
others that are suuggling. Or if 
they're an oppressor themselves, 
whether they realize it or not. 
"Oppressors are always part of the 
community," Diamond points out. 
Practicing Democracy is about pro-
viding a space for dialogue and 
empowerment. And about coming 
up with practical ideas for change 
that will help to diminish the roles 
of oppressed and oppressor alike. It 
shows us the harsh realities that 
many around us grapple with daily. 
In a warm-up exercise, Diamond 
asks the audience to stand and 
remain standing if we know some-
one affected by the welfare curs. 
Only a few people sit back down. 
Diamond pauses then says, "the 
story is with us in Vancouver." 
Practicing Democracy ended its 
runon March 21, but the resultig 
document lives on. For more infor-
mation about Practicing Democracy, 
visit their website at 
<www.headlinestheatre.com/pd>. 
Visit Headlines Theatre at 
<www.headlinestheatre.com>. 
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Rugby Beach Club Grille 
-The Art of A Ia Carte 
Amanda Aikman 
Culture Editor 
When was the last time you treated 
yourself to a fancy-pants dinner 
out? Bearing in mind that opting 
for the Filet o' Fish does not consti-
tute fancy-pantsedness. 
Well, if it's been a while (and even 
if it hasn't, I mean dinner isn't a one-
in-a-lifetime proposition, my fr-
iends) then have I got a restaurant 
for you-The Rugby Beach Club 
and Grille. 
This trendy West Broadway 
eatery features an a la Carte menu 
that allows patrons to build their 
own meals. The menu is divided 
into mains, vegetables, and carbs on 
one side, with a selection of salads 
and appetizers on the other. 
It's perfect for all of those annoy-
ing people who constantly harass 
servers to substitute the salad for the 
potatoes in other restaurants. 
Carb junkies can have garlic-
mashed potatoes with larkes and 
pesto pasta, and Atkins enthusiasts 
are free to get the steak, the chicken, 
and the lamb. No need to hide your 
Brussels sprouts under your napkin 
anymore either. If you don't want 
veggies, why not get a lobster or alli-
gator skewer instead? 
Or better yet, just get a couple of 
appetizers to split with your dinner 
companion and save room for the 
The 
Surreal 
Life 
Simon Hatton 
OP Contributor 
Ever wonder what Vince Neil, bad-
boy singer of the 80s' debaucherous 
hair metal band Motley Criie, eats 
for breakfast? Or how about if MC 
Hammer, rapper-turned-evangelist 
will ever let somebody "touch ~his?" 
Sociologists, anthropologists, and 
general pontificators alike have been 
obsessed with these questions for 
some time now. 
Well, the wait is over. The 
answers to these questions and 
many others related to the lives of 
long forgotten C-list celebrities have 
now become readily available 
through the new reality TV series, 
The Surreal Life. 
The premise is not new to the 
reality TV world. Basically, just 
drool-inducing dessert menu. My 
suggestion-the Smoky Grilled 
Duck. At $6.50, this starter is not 
only scrumptious and filling, but 
affordable too. Plus it looks real 
pretty. It consists of four rice-paper 
cones stuffed with smoked duck, 
sprouts, carrots, and celery, which 
are flash fried and served over a 
small cabbage salad, accented with 
an unbelievable sweet chili sauce. 
You will die, I swear. And when you 
do, you won't mind if I finish your 
dinner will you? No sense in letting 
good food go to waste. 
Duck isn't your bag? Well, how 
about crab? They do a fabulous crab 
cake, two generous-sized cakes with 
salsa and garnish for $7.95. The 
lemon-grilled salmon is hot stuff 
too. And the grilled seasonal vegeta-
bles--don't get me started. 
But enough about fish and veg-
etables and all that, let's get down to 
business. Drinks and desserts busi-
ness, that is. 
This place has a drink menu that 
will blow your mind but not your 
budget. Crantinis for $2.44. Pints 
of imported beer for $3.50. 
Margaritas, Cosmopolitans, Green 
Apple Martinis-a girly drink 
drinker's dream, all for around $3. 
It's no wonder the bar area is always 
filled to the gills at this place. And 
for those of you out there whose 
server can never seem to keep up 
throw a bunch of mismatched 
strangers (aforementioned C-list 
celebrities) in a stylish mansion to 
live as roommates. Create some ten-
sion by sending a few curveballs 
their way, and, make Corey 
Feldman cry. Most importantly, 
film every painfully awkward 
moment. 
We have seen it all before, but this 
is different. These particular partici-
pants also have to deal with the 
stress of having once been famous 
and now becoming nothing more 
than a freak show or curiosity to the 
general public. 
Other fallefl stars joining us in 
this study of has-beenery, are the 
perpetually pint-sized Emmanuel 
Lewis (Webster), 2001 Playboy 
Playmate Brande Roderick, Corey 
Feldman (The Goonies, The Lost 
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your pace, not to 
worry. The Rugby Club also pro-
vides wandering "cocktail waitress-
es" to pick up the slack in between 
visits from your designated server. 
Then, of course, there are the 
dessertS. For under $5 I had the 
most amazing combination of 
whipped mint cream, chocolate 
wafers, and fresh berries to ever 
grace an oversized caramel-drizzled 
plate. Just thinking about it makes 
me cry. 
The Rugby Club (201 -950 West 
Broadway) opens daily at 4:24pm, 
and there is usually a line up to get 
a table by 5:30, especially on the 
weekends. Call ahead and make a 
reservation (604.736.2438), or take 
your chances in line (hey, you might 
get lucky and find a spot to wait at 
the bar) but don't wait to treat your-
self any longer. Put down that Filet 
o' Fish-you do deserve a break 
today. 
Boys) , Jerri Manthey (Survivor: The 
Australian Outback), and Gabrielle 
Carteris (Beverly Hills 90210). 
This show couldn't have come at 
a better time. Just when I thought 
TV had taken a turn for the worse, 
along comes this thoughtful and 
tender program. How can we ever 
again feel sorry for ourselves and 
complain about the raw deal all us 
common folk have been dealt? 
Well, we still can. But we can also 
feel a little better about ourselves 
while we watch a desperate group of 
obsolete celebrities clamour for one 
last embarrassing moment in the 
spotlight. 
The Surreal Life can be seen on 
Much More Music, Sundays @ 5pm. 
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A Fisherman's Focus: 
A Profile of Stefan Grega 
Stefan at Northseas Fish packing plant 
The Pacific Sunrise in Ucluelet 
Lisa Terepocki 
OP Contributor 
The wheelhouse of the 45-foot 
trawler, Pacific Sunriu, reeks of 
diesel. The counter is full of tools, 
fast food containers, and em pry cof-
fee mugs. It's January, and the boat's 
been docked here in Steveston's 
Britannia Marina since November. 
A sloppy stack of newspapers sits on 
the table, and a radar screen occu-
pies the brown vinyl seat below. 
Everywhere I look I see wires, tack-
le, or laundry hanging. This is 
Stefan Grega's boat, and it's his 
home. He leans against the captain's 
chair and sighs. "I've owned this 
boat for 20 years now. I still don't 
know where anything goes." Stefan 
puts his wrench down on the news-
papers and wipes his hands on his t-
shirt. Long lines of grease stain the 
cotton. "Huh," he says as he looks 
down at the mess. A second later, 
the smears are forgotten and Stefan 
is showing off his new halibut 
hooks. 
His cheeks are dappled with stub-
ble and his head is a brownish-gray 
mop. Stefan hasn't bought new 
clothes or shoes other than boots in 
a few decades. Looking presentable 
isn't something he really considers. 
Instead, his focus has everything to 
do with the ocean. "The more I'm 
on the water, the more I belong 
there," he says. 
Stefan has been fishing since the 
mid-70s. He's fished salmon, tuna, 
prawns, rockfish, dogfish, and octo-
pus, but most often he's long-lining 
for halibut on the southern tip of 
BC's Queen Charlotte Islands. "I 
love it up there, and I could never 
get bored with it. I'll do it till the 
day I die," he claims, "and ifl croak 
while we're out there, they can just 
tip me overboard." 
Born in communist Czechoslo-
vakia in the 40s, Stefan grew up far 
away from any large body of water. 
"I remember there was a creek ten 
miles from my parents' house. And 
we had a well, but that's about it." 
As a teenager, he was trained as an 
electrician, and worked for two years 
for the government's railroad. At 19, 
along with his best friend, Stefan 
fled the country and ended up in a 
refugee camp in Italy. "It was the 
best time of my life. We spent two 
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years picking watermelon in the 
sunshine for farmers who paid us 
with big green bottles of wine." 
Stefan immigrated to Calgary in 
1970. "I thought I had found hell. It 
was a horrible time for me because I 
was alone and I couldn't figure out 
English." He laughs, "Ha! I remem-
ber getting arrested for drinking 
vodka in public. So embarrassing 
because it happened when I was on 
my first date with a Canadian girl." 
Stefan had wanted to impress her, 
and thought he might best achieve 
that by acting like James Dean in 
R~b~l Without a Cauu. "It was 
dumb, I know." 
In 1978, Stefan got the opportu-
nity to work on a halibut boat off 
the coast of BC. "It was a dream 
come true for me because I wanted 
to make as much money as I could," 
he explains. "At that time, fishing 
was the ultimate money job." 
His first deckhanding job was for 
Don Kaufman, a life-long skipper of 
a halibut boat. "Don was this mas-
sive, burly man," says Stefan as he 
stretches his arms wide. "He was 
huge, with this crazy deep voice. Just 
boomed at you when he was mad." 
march 24, 2004 
Stefan holding a flare parachute "testing" flares 
In the 70s and 80s, halibut fisher-
men had to work "shotgun open-
ings." The government would give 
little warning as to when the crews 
could fish, and when those openings 
came, the crew only got 72 hours at 
a time to haul in all the fish they 
could, regardless of the weather. 
"We would work non-stop some-
times-72 hours without sleeping, 
in the grossest gales you can imag-
ine." Stefan groans. "So seasick, and 
Don would just bark at the crew, 
telling us to puke on the bait so it 
would have more flavour." 
A quick learner, Stefan fished as 
many different species as possible, 
and realized he had found his dream 
career. In 1984, he bought his own 
trawler, the Pacific Sunriu. That 
same year he married, and five years 
later divorced. Since 1989, Stefan 
has lived year-round on his boat. "I 
don't need a house, and I definitely 
don't need a wife. I'm already mar-
ried to this lady." He slaps the 
wood-panelled wall. "Plus, I've got a 
project I spend all my extra time and 
money on." 
Over in the marina's welding 
building Stefan shows off the cata-
maran he is making from scratch. 
He's welding the 40-foot sailboat 
out of aluminum, all by himsel£ 
"It's going to be great. I wanna ship 
it to Hawaii when it's finished." He's 
hoping he'll have it ready before 
March 1, the day halibut season 
opens. "My goal is to come back 
from the Charlottes in November 
and fly straight to Hawaii, have 
some fun there for a few days, and 
then sail solo to Midway Island. Just 
like that." Midway Island lies in the 
middle of the Pacific Ocean, 1 ,200 
miles northwest of Honolulu. 
Many of BC's fishermen are verg-
ing on retirement, but Stefan won't 
think about it. He just wants to sail 
and fish until the end of his days. 
"There's nothing else I need to do 
with myself," he says. "I've been liv-
ing like this for years. I'm not gonna 
quit any time soon. Some people go 
crazy when they're young, and some 
go crazy when they're old. Me, I go 
crazy all the time. n 
march 24, 2004 
early Reid 
OP Contributor 
Many search for happiness as we look for 
a hat on our heads. -Nikolaus Letms 
The beginnings of spring beckon us 
towards her-a sunny day punctu-
ating the wet gloom, clumps of cro-
cuses pushing through dark soil, a 
squirrel eating greedily from the 
bird feeder. 
Soon our grey winter will end and 
give way to the season oflight, birth, 
and renewed vigour. The gloom will 
parr like a heavy curtain and we will 
be ... happy! Or will we? 
Here's a question for you: Are you 
happy? And what exactly is happi-
ness, that word we throw around so 
carelessly? Is it something so insub-
stantial and flimsy that it blows 
about with the changing winds of 
the seasons? If so, it must be very 
temporary, as fleering as the burst of 
anger at a bad driver-sudden, 
intense, and quickly forgotten. Yet, 
happiness is something we, as 
humans, constantly pursue. Ask 
someone how they want their life to 
be in 20 years, and you're likely to 
hear, "I want to be happy." 
Don't we all. Bur does it then fol-
low that we all spend our lives in the 
pursuit of a mirage that, once we 
touch it, evaporates into the dull 
backdrop of our mundane lives? Are 
we so stupid that, no matter how 
many rimes we're shocked, we con-
tinue to reach for the piece of cheese 
we'll never taste? 
I don't think so. Nor only is the 
thought too depressing, it simply 
doesn't make sense. We all know 
someone who is happy. Nor cheer-
ful, but really, wholly happy-the 
type of person who glows with an 
inner calm and an acceptance of life. 
Happy people are the ones we watch 
with a mixture of awe and jealousy, 
wondering what they know that we 
don't. Obviously, we rationalize, 
they must have everything they 
want-the perfect life. Upon closer 
inspection, though, this explanation 
doesn't always hold up. Generally, 
their lives are just as challenging and 
unpredictable as our own. What 
these people likely do have is the 
ability to enjoy the journey on the 
way to what they want. 
For example, if we were asked to 
describe our "happy" life, we may 
see ourselves as married, established 
in a career, 15 pounds lighter, or 
traveling the world. If that is our 
happy Life, what Life are we present-
ly living? I wonder how many of us 
hang limply, suspended between 
misery and the promised land we 
call Happiness. With blinders on, 
we stare dazedly at the light up 
ahead, withholding joy and celebra-
tion until we reach that specific 
point. If that light is really the only 
true happiness, we could spend a lor 
of years in this uncomfortable limbo 
before reaching it. 
The trouble is, life can sometimes 
feel like an endless stretch of colour-
Less insignificance dotted with rare 
moments of brilliance. In these 
moments, we ascend to dizzying 
heights, only to plummet back to 
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earth, despondent in the belief that 
this kind of joy is only temporary. In 
our despair we feel, in the words of 
Sylvia Plath, that "[r]he wait's begun 
again,/ The long wait for the angel,/ 
For that rare, random descent." We 
could spend most of our lives in the 
"in-between" rimes, waiting for 
these divine events, with no guaran-
tee they will ever occur. 
What if we shifted our focus away 
from that one point of light and 
onto the many little twinklings 
around us? Happiness might not be 
one rigid set of circumstances. 
Rather, it might be an accumulation 
and combination of countless 
moments along the way to wherever 
We all experience moments like 
this daily, moments that could be 
inconsequential and inane if we 
allowed them to be. In noticing 
them, we give them the significance 
they deserve. And anything that 
brings us joy is significant. 
This heightened awareness can 
also ease us through difficult times. 
If we rely solely on specific, external 
events-getting that job, meeting 
that someone-for happiness, we set 
ourselves up for disappointment, 
because life rarely unfolds exactly as 
we hope. We may not get the things 
we want in exactly the form we 
expect. 
People with that aura of happiness 
Happy people are the ones we 
watch with a mixture of awe 
and jealousy, wondering what 
they know that we don't. 
we're heading. We just have to be 
able to recognize and acknowledge 
them. And you do that by simply 
noticing what makes you feel happy. 
Here, for instance, are a few pos-
sible happy moments: watching 
Beauty and the Beast and remem-
bering how you (okay, I) could 
recite it word-for-word; grooving to 
Hot Chocolate's "You Sexy Thing" 
in the car; spotting a 70-something 
woman with her broken arm 
encased in a hot-pink cast. 
often have first-hand experience 
with this disappointment. Their 
lives are not always charmed. In fact, 
some of the most content people 
I've met have had very lirtle in terms 
of material possessions, but their 
capacity to feel joy and their desire 
to share it were huge. Most impor-
tantly, they trusted that life's trou-
bles would work themselves out and 
that we all eventually get to where 
we're supposed to be. If we can also 
see the small beauties that line, 
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cross, and sometimes block our 
path, we may stumble upon happi-
ness before we even arrive. 
Of course, I'm no expert on this 
stuff. I'm just a poor sap flailing 
around in the dark with everyone 
else. Nevertheless, for a while now 
I've been feeling pretty consistently 
happy. I'm not used to it, and I can't 
seem to shake it. I haven't had any 
amazing life developments, and I'm 
pretty sure it's not just the crocuses 
and the squirrels. It is, I believe, all 
the details I've never noticed or con-
sidered part of my big picture of 
happiness. They are part of it, 
though, and they're around me all 
the time. 
Obviously, no one is constantly 
happy. The idea is not only ridicu-
lous, but somewhat sickening, as 
well. Feeling happy most of the 
time, though, isn't too much to ask. 
Many of us just aren't used to it. 
So, if you find yourself singing the 
blues more often than whistling a 
little dirty, try tweaking your per-
spective. Adjust your focus and 
develop a curiosity about the seem-
ingly smaller stuff. You may be sur-
prised at the richness and textures 
inherent in the everyday. And all 
those lirtle joys may start adding up 
to one big love of life. Really, you 
have nothing to lose. 
Just think: next year, you may not 
have to wait for spring to feel that 
itch of a smile twitching on your 
face or that cheeky swagger sneaking 
into your step. You could be feelin' 
good all four seasons. 
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A March Madness Guide 
Flash Gordon 
Sports Editor 
What does it all mean anyhow? It's 
March and it's Madness. 'Nuff 
said? I didn't think so. Like the pre-
vious entries of my condescending 
rants, this guide serves as an intro-
duction to rhe phenomenon of rhe 
NCAA Basketball Tournament 
rhar occurs every year in the month 
of March with 64 Division 1 col-
lege and university basketball 
tt:ams. I will endeavor to explain 
the complexities of the tournament 
from the selection of all 64 teams 
and how they are seeded; the 
implications of the NCAA confer-
ence finishes; general terminology; 
some hints on who might win in 
2004; and maybe at the end I'll 
have room for dessert. "Why?" you 
say. "Why not?" some other guy 
says. 
How about a history lesson? The 
March Madness event was created 
by a high school in Illinois in the 
early 1900's for the state basketball 
tournament. No really! I just 
looked it up. It began as an invita-
tional tournament but as it grew in 
popularity, the number of partici-
pant high schools grew up to 16. 
Some guy wrote an essay on how 
neat it was rhar the tournament 
was becoming such an event and 
dubbed it March Madness. How 
friggin' keen is that? Anyway histo-
ry moves on and NCAA adopts the 
name for its annual tournament 
and voila. Who won the first 
NCAA March Madness tourna-
ment? Do I look like a history 
reacher? I'll give you this piece of 
trivia; UCLA has won the Division 
One championship more than any 
other school! 
So now we have 64 teams! Then 
32! Then the Sweet 16! The Elite 
Eight! And Finally rhe Final Four. 
Every two rounds are played out 
over four days; from Thursday to 
Sunday until the final four teams 
are reached then the games are 
more spread out to create suspense. 
The initial weeks are the most 
intense and exciting moments for 
basketball fans since their favourite 
game can be watched almost non-
stop. 
"Why 64 teams?" you ask. "Why 
not?!" It's a nice round number ro 
boil down to a final march-up via 
the eliminating rounds. The reams 
are selected from all over the US 
out of the many conferences that 
make up rhe NCAA. Generally 
conferences are intended to reflect 
a geographic area for example my 
personal &vourite, The Big East. 
The Big East is made up of reams 
from New York, Pennsylvania, 
Massachusetts, West Virginia, 
Connecticut, and even Florida. 
That's probably not all of the states 
from which the Big East draws 
from but you get the idea since 
they are all Easterly stares. 
Conference arrangements also 
extend to other collegiate sports 
just like our very own BCCAA that 
has basketball, soccer, volleyball 
and badminton. 
Now why are these conferences 
important for the March Madness 
tournament? They give the selec-
tion committee some frame of ref-
erence to judge the best teams in 
the country. Each conference has 
developed a cradition of competi-
tion and because of that; some are 
notably stronger than others. The 
Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) 
is a powerhouse with some awe-
some schools. Every year their 
schools almost automatically get 
entered in the tournament just 
because of their past success. Other 
conferences in the northwest don't 
have such a history of success so a 
ream must really have had an amaz-
ing season to be elevated to the 
level of the March Madness tour-
nament. On the west coast teams 
such as the Gonzaga University 
Bulldogs is a parr of the WCC, a 
small conference yet Gonzaga con-
sistently draws attention to itself 
each year gaining entry into the 
tournament. 
So how do the teams get select-
ed? The process is a bit of a mystery 
and suspiciously arbitrary m 
nature. The selection committee is 
expected to rank every school in 
the nation and say one team is bet-
ter than another even though two 
teams may have never played each 
other during the season. Again the 
conference results and tradition 
play a big factor in which teams 
gain entry. In the stronger confer-
ences like the Big East, reams can 
be selected even if they don't win 
their conference title since their 
season is supposed to be stronger. If 
you aren't lost by now let's press on 
to less confusing topics. 
What is a 5-12 upset? To break 
it down for the peons, like I said 
before, the tournament is made up 
of 64 teams, which in turn are sep-
NCAA ~ TOURNAMENT '04 
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arated into four conferences of 16 
teams. All you math geniuses ought 
to see where that comes from. 
History has shown that the No.5 
and No.12 seeds match-up in the 
first round every year and for some 
reason it's one of the most common 
upsets. To receive a ranking of 
No.5 in any of the conferences is 
like doom! "Doom!" I say. Upsets 
can be the most exciting aspect of 
tournament games. Always a fan of 
the underdog, J cheer the first team 
to make the most dramatic upset in 
the first round of play. 
Underdogs rarely make ir to the 
final stage of the tournament. The 
stronger teams usually prevail. Last 
year's champions, the Syracuse 
Orangemen are back in the tourna-
ment and as much as I would like 
for them to win again and embar-
rass Brian Mclennan's 
Georgetown Hoyas, it's probably 
not going to happen. I'm nor will-
ing ro wager on the outcome of the 
tournament just because I'd rather 
just enjoy rhe games with a beer in 
hand, maybe some Doriros nearby, 
and some hotdogs. Happy basket-
ball watching to one and all. 
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Five-hour 
Marathon 
Ends in 
Royals 
Loss 
Baseball 
Brian Mclennan 
OP Contributor 
Douglas 
Treasure Va1ley CC 7 
Douglas :Cored three runs in 
the first two innings but their 
bats were silenced. Strong 
defense held the Royals at bay 
and allowed Treasure Valley to 
tie the game and take it into 
extra innings. In extra innings 
the home team appeared to 
have the game won after going 
up 4-3 in the 11th when Mike 
Somers started the inning with 
a single and scored on a base hit 
from Stephen Cope. 
In the end Treasure Valley 
was too strong and scored three 
runs to win the game in the top 
of the 14th inning. Strong per-
formances from the Royals 
included pitcher Mike Pierce, 
who pitched five innings allow-
ing one run on two hits and 
struck out eight batters includ-
ing the first seven of nine bat-
ters to start the game. The 
Royals defense was outstanding 
and committed no errors in the 
14 innings of play. 
Classifieds 
Students advertise for free! 
For free student classifi.eds up to 30 
words, email: 
the_ediror57@hounail.com with your 
name, student number, desired section, 
and put "classified" in the subject line. 
Staff and Student Organizations 
Receive 50 percent off our Fast 
Cash Ad rate. 
Fast Cash Ads 3lines 3 times fur $20 
(30 words max). Open rate of$5 per 
line. Enquiries: call our advertising 
manager at 604.525.3542. 
Pictures 
Classifieds pictures are $10 each 
printing fur all of the above cate-
gories. The pieture size is 3.5cm x 
2.5cm, black 4Ild white. 
When placing an ad please 
remember ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the ful-
lowing Wednesday's paper. Check 
your ad for errors and please call or 
email our offices to report any cor-
rections. To ensure the integrity of 
our student newspaper, we reservt: 
the right to revise, reclassify, edit, or 
refuse your ad. 
••••••••• 
Brian Mclennan 
OP Contributor 
In the true spirit of "March 
Madness," the BC Wheelchair 
Basketball Provincial 
Championships had all the 
action and excitement that a 
hoop fan would expect at this 
time of year. Celebrating 21 
years of excellence, BC 
Wheelchair Basketball hosted 
their annual event at the New 
Westminster Campus of 
Douglas College. The tourna-
ment provides opportunities for 
teams, athletes, and fans from 
across the province to come 
together and participate in the 
competition that crowns the 
provincial champions in both 
the Division I and Division II. 
In the Division I champi-
onship game, the Douglas 
College Lions defeated the 
Announcements 
Olympic First Aid 
Services 
First Aid/ CPR Courses 
Douglas College Royals by the 
score of 69--67. The Lions went 
undefeated throughout the tour-
nament with an average margin 
of victory of just two points. 
With a team comprised of 
National team members, coach-
es and students, the Lions were 
able to utilize their experience by 
capitalizing on key possessions 
when it counted. Tournament 
MVP and Male Player of the 
Year, Richard Peter dazzled the 
crowd with acrobatic baskets 
and long bomb three pointers. 
"He's definitely a world class 
athlete," commented former 
National Team member Jaimie 
Borisoff; whose status remains 
"semi-retired." 
In addition to naming divi-
sion champions, the BC 
Wheelchair Basketball held its 
Awards night to acknowledge 
individuals who have con-
Swimming with the Sharks 
tributed to the success of the 
program. Division I award win-
ners at the candle light gala were 
Marni Abbott for Coach of the 
Year, Richard Peter was named 
Male Athlete of the Year, and 
Trish Nicholson was named the 
Female Athlete of the Year. Most 
Improved Player was awarded to 
Arley McNeney and Rookie of 
the Year went to Brian 
McLennon. 
In Division II, the Oceanside 
Tsunami team walked away with 
the crown after a tough battle 
with Kamloops. The Lions will 
represent BC at the Canadian 
Wheelchair Basketball League 
Nationals that will be held in 
Fredericton, New Brunswick. 
For more information on BC 
Wheelchair Basketball, please 
v1s1t their website at 
<www.bcwbs.ca>. 
For Sale 
Home and Study Furniture 
Sports • the other press @) 
SPORTS SHORTS 
Flash Gordon 
Sports Editor 
Women's Only Golf Workshops 
Come out and enjoy a full day of golfing. The 
workshop includes a morning 'instructional 
component with CPGA Pro Lindsay Jackson. 
A delicious light lunch at Coyote Creek's The 
Creekside Grill, followed by nine holes of 
instructor assisted golf in the afternoon. 
There are two workshops to join or 
sign up to both and save! 
Beginner 
Workshop: 
Friday March 24, 
2004 
Intermediate 
Workshop: 
Friday April 2, 
2004 
Only $89 each 
workshop 
or $149 for both. 
Women's BasketbaiiiD Camp 
The Douglas College Women's Basketball 
program will be holding an ID camp for 
players in Grade 11 and 12 who are serious 
about playing college basketball. 
When: Saturday April 3, 2003 
Time: Gym Opens-9:30am camp begins 
1 Oam-12:30pm, 1 :30pm-4pm 
Where: New West Campus, 700 Royal Ave., 
New Westminster 
Cost: FREE 
from 159/169. Asking 
The Second Annual Business 
Administration End of Semester 
Parry 
Black study desk with seven draw-
ers, $25 
Black dresser with gold trim and 
drawers, $30 
$340/ month rent (flat rate, all-
inclusive) . Close to stores, restau-
rants, etc. 
Call604.529.1531 
Cheap Drinks 
Crush Champagne Lounge 
1180 Granville St. 
Thursday, April 8th 
Automobiles 
Looking for 2001-2003 used car, 
in good condition. Contact me at 
speak2denny@yahoo.ca 
1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee. V-8, 
5.2 Litre. Automatic transmission. 
Red body, grey interior. Air cared. 
Bridgestone tires (200 1). Trailer 
package. Ski rack. One owner. 
Two Computer chair mats (protect 
carpet), $5 each 
Sectional Sofa with Hide-a-Bed 
and lots of cushions, $225 
Sofa, $65 
All furniture is used but in great 
shape 
Business/cell call 604.562.6452 
I Saw You 
Services 
PRIVATE PIANO LESSONS 
I teach from Beginner to 
Intermediate. 
Reasonable rate, and right here at 
the College. 
Ask for Lian at 604.526.2649 or 
leave a message with your name 
and number. 
• Courses tailored for Nursing and No accidents. $5,200. 
604.525.1707 
Bed/Futon: Twin (single) bed, 
clean, includes box spring, $50. 
Metal Frame, add $25. Clean 
double futon and wood frame, 
converts to sofa, $75. Call 
604.939.1914 
It's that time again. Tax returns 
only $25. Drop-off and pick-up at 
NW campus. Self-employed 
income may require additional 
charges. 
Medical students 
• Residential Care Courses 
• Emergency First Aid Course 
• Standard First Aid Course 
Automatic External Defibrillator 
Course 
• AED Endorsements. 
All courses are offered at the 
New Westminster Douglas College 
campus 
www.olympicfirstaid.com 
Phone: 604.420.1748 
Call now to book! 
Books 
Computers 
Celeron 1.8G system ($395) with 
stylish silver case, 256MB ram, 
52x CD-ROM, 40GB hard drive, 
and floppy drive. P4 Celeron 
Upgrade ($270) includes blue 
case, asus motherboard, 256MB 
RAM and Celeron 1.8GHz CPU. 
Please contact Andre @ 
778.883.6805 
Housing 
Female student seeks same as 
roommate. Lovely room for rent 
in apt. bldg. 
Room is fum. or unfurn. Near 
SkyTrain/bus/shops. Friendly 
neighbourhood. Must like ani-
mals. $380/month. 604.525.9881 
ROOM FOR RENT 
One private, unfurnished room in 
a two bedroom basement suite in 
Coquiclam (close to Brunette and 
Schoolhouse). It's one block from 
the 153/156 and up the street 
http://www.otherpress.ca 
Call Millie at 604.255.0255. 
Wanted 
The Other Press positions 
currently available: 
Advertising Manager 
Sports Editor 
News Editor 
Send resume to: 
editor@otherpress.ca or drop off in 
RM 1020 of the New West 
campus. 
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